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Learning Objectives
This lesson is based on material available at the Savannah River Site Museum (SRSM) and the history of the 

Cold War. Evelyn Berry, Museum Educator at SRSM, is the author. This lesson connects the international 

conflict of the Cold War with a cultural understanding of the divisions between the USSR and the USA during 

the Cold War. 

• Students will evaluate the impact of the Cold War in South Carolina

• Students will compare and contrast between the politics, economics, and culture of the United 

States of America and the Union of Soviet State Republics

• Students will identify root causes of Cold War tensions

• Students will contrast different perspectives about the Cold War

• Students will analyze art, political cartoons, and films made by Cold War nations

Material for Students

• Cold War Propaganda Images

• Map of Cold War Europe

• Cold War Glossary Crossword Activity

• Behind the Wall Creative Writing Activity

• Cold War Oral History Activity

Visiting The Museum

Students and families are encouraged to visit the museum. The museum is open Wednesday through Saturday 

from 10am-4pm. To learn more, visit SRS Museum online at: 

srsheritagemuseum.com
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Getting Started
Break students into groups of 3-5 and provide them with these images (Appendix III) created during the Cold 

War. Analyzing art, cartoons, and films can help us understand the politics and culture of the era. 

Using your previous knowledge of the Cold War, explore the images found in Appendix III. Spend 30 seconds 

quietly observing each image (Appendix III, Images 1-9) and then spend 1 minute discussing them, using 

these questions as a guide.
 

What is being shown here? What do you notice about the images?

 

 Does this image have a message? If so, what is the message?
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Who do you think is responsible for creating this image?

 

 What evidence in the image are you using to make this inference?

 Alternative Getting Started 
Activity For Social Distancing

 Print out and place images around the classroom. Ask the students to silently observe the    

 images and write down an observation for at least three of the images.
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Setting the Stage for the Cold War
Take 30 seconds and think about why this era is called the “Cold War.” What does that term—
Cold War—bring to mind?

After the Second World War, the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) 

emerged as twin superpowers on the world stage. The Cold War refers to the period from the end of World 

War II to the fall of the Berlin Wall (1945–1989) during which the political, economic, social, and military 

objectives of the United States and its democratic allies directly rivaled those of the Soviet Union and its 

communist satellites. This was a restricted war, meaning that it did not involve full military conflict between 

the USA and USSR. This is why we call it the “Cold War,” but this does not mean that violent conflicts did not 

occur in other nations through proxy wars as well as acts of aggression, including the fatality of a U2 Spy 

plane pilot over Cuba in 1962 during the Cuban Missile Crisis. The USA and USSR also engaged in economic 

competition and cultural rivalry.  

Today we’ll be exploring the political and cultural aspects of those conflicts.
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Aftermath of World War II
Allied powers—the United States, Great Britain, France, and the Soviet Union met at the Yalta Conference and 

later the Potsdam Conference, which established how Europe would be administered. The Soviet Union very 

quickly took control of East Europe. They helped create communist governments in those countries similar to 

the Soviet Union’s own government, and these operated as satellite states. Countries like France and Britain 

feared that the Soviet Union would continue their expansion past Germany and across all of Europe. Both 

communist and democratic countries were nervous about the amount of power each side wielded. The Prime 

Minister of Britain Winston Churchill famously said these words during a speech summarizing the spread of 

the Soviet Union’s influence throughout Europe: “From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic, an Iron 

Curtain has descended across the continent.”

What does that term “Iron Curtain” mean? What sort of images does it conjure in your mind?   
Take about 30 seconds and write down some words that come to mind.

The Iron Curtain divided Europe politically, culturally, economically, and, in certain areas, physically. Trade 

goods, ideas, and culture rarely crossed between them. Western and Eastern Europe quickly became two 

different worlds, separate and isolated. We’ll talk a little bit later about the ideological divides that underscored 

the geographic split of the continent, which continued throughout the Cold War until the Fall of the Soviet Union 

in 1991. This ideological barrier, a metaphor for division, became more concrete in 1961 with the construction 

of the Berlin Wall in Germany.

Use the following map to identify which European countries made up the “Soviet Bloc” of eastern Europe and 

which were considered western Europe.
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Cold War Activity
Map Prompts

Are there geographical reasons that eastern Europe might have been more susceptible to Soviet 

influence? What occurred at the end of World War II that may have made Soviet expansion 

throughout eastern Europe easier? What can you tell about what happened to Germany by 

looking at this map? 

Divided Germany & The Berlin Wall
After the Second World War, Germany was temporarily controlled by four nations-- The United States, Britain, 

France, and the Soviet Union-- with the intention that the country would one day be reunited. The portions 

controlled by the United States, Britain, and France were organized into West Germany, a democratic Federal 

Republic similar to the government we have in the USA. The portion controlled by the Soviet Union (the eastern 

half of the country) became East Germany, which established a communist government. The four nations 

continued to exert influence over Germany until the end of the Cold War.

Cold War in Europe Map, 1950, Created by Pearson Education, Inc., 2003 (Appendix III, Image 14)
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The city of Berlin, the capital of the country located in East Germany, was also divided into four sections. This 

was the site of one of the first major conflicts in the Cold War, the West’s fight to continue to control West Berlin. 

The Soviet Union, in an attempt to squash western influence in Berlin, created a blockade of all trade routes 

bringing supplies into the city. The West Germany allied nations responded with the Berlin Airlift, a concerted 

effort to fly in supplies to the citizens of West Berlin. This lasted for nearly a year from 1948 until 1949.

The citizens of East Germany were dissatisfied with living in East Germany and throughout the 1950s fled 

to the West in large numbers. This was easiest done in the city of Berlin, where residents needed only to 

travel across a city rather than a country. In order to stop this mass emigration from East Germany, officials 

constructed the Berlin Wall in 1961. What began as a barbed wire fence through the city and surrounding the 

city became a thick concrete wall 12 feet high and 4 feet wide. 

U.S. Army Map of Germany with Zones of Occupation in 1946, U.S. Army (Appendix III, Image 15)
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The Soviet-controlled government of East Germany built this wall to keep its citizens from leaving. Citizens 

of both sides of Berlin needed special permissions and visas to visit one another. Some family members went 

decades without contact. 

Was this the kind of government the Soviet Union wanted to spread throughout the rest of Europe? This 

question was a key tension for the United States during the Cold War.

Reflection Questions

Imagine what would happen if your city (or state, or country) were split in half. Would you be 
able to see your friends and family? Would you be able to visit your favorite restaurants?

 

 

 
 

East German Police Spray Water on West German Protesters Who Break through the Wall at Brandenburg Gate, 1989, 
New York Times, Suau, (Appendix II, Image 1)
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How do you think the two halves of Germany differed? How do you think people in different sides 
of Germany felt about one another?

 

 

 
How do you think the construction of the Berlin Wall affected the feelings of the people in East 
Berlin about their government?

 

 

 

Why did the Berlin Wall become a symbol of the Iron Curtain during the Cold War?
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Different Perspectives

Read aloud the following three perspectives from life in Berlin during and the Cold War.

Compare and contrast the experiences of these individuals. How was life different before the wall was 

constructed, while it was up, and after it fell?

Excerpt 1: Otto Frei (Swiss writer) discussing Berlin before the construction of the Berlin Wall, 1963

“Up to August 13, 1961, the East Berliners were half free. They had, of course, to work during 

the day… and were subject to an arbitrary legal system. But in the evening at the close of 

work, they came over to West Berlin to meet relatives and acquaintances, go to the movies 

or the theatre, stroll up the shopping boulevard, read Western newspaper… some 200,000 

Germans from East Berlin and the Soviet zone visited West Berlin every day.”

 

Excerpt 2: Micheal Mara, two years after escaping East Berlin, 1963

“A few weeks ago, I was standing one evening somewhere near Checkpoint Charlie. On the 

other side of the Wall, three soldiers were sitting on a block of concrete. They gestured to me 

to ask if I had a few cigarettes for them. I went to the nearest cigarette machine and bought 

some packs of Lifes, the favorite brand of border soldiers. I wrote a few words of greetings on 

a small piece of paper and threw it over with the cigarettes. The soldiers carefully scanned 

their surroundings before they picked up the cigarettes. A little later a note weighted down 

by a stone came flying over. It said, “Thanks a lot for the cigarettes. ... We’re married, with 

children, and that’s why we can’t jump over—we’ve just got to put up with this humbug. There 

are many here who think as we do.” 

Excerpt 3: Sabine Rennefanx, 30 years after the fall of the Berlin Wall, 2019

“I was 14 when the Berlin Wall came down. Everything changed: the east adopted not just the 

West German currency, but all its laws and rules and values. Thousands of companies were 

privatized within four years of the wall falling— millions lost their jobs, and millions more 

migrated to the west in search of better paid work… Everyday life was dramatically altered 

after 1989, from the price of rent to the way health insurance was organized. Most people 

struggled to find a sure footing in the new world. Many were overwhelmed by these events—

but they were unlikely to speak openly about it.”
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Understanding Communism
Communism can be understood as both an economic 

and political term adopted by the Soviet Union after 

the 1917 Revolution. Political communism dictates 

that a single party holds power in the government. 

Economic communism dictates that the collective 

state, rather than individuals, own land, factories, 

farms, and machinery. Private property is abolished; 

ownership is collective; planning for communities 

is centralized; and citizens are provided with basic 

necessities. These social and economic changes are 

meant to eliminate unfair class structures and make 

citizens equal. 

This isn’t exactly what happened in the Soviet Union. 

The political aspect of communism is important to 

understand because it explains how and why the 

Communist Party maintained power over the Soviet 

Union for so long. The Communist Party of the Soviet 

Union exercised near total-control over all aspects of 

governance and life in the Soviet Union. Ideas that 

were anti-communist were suppressed in politics, art, 

and daily life.

Revisit some of the images from the beginning of the lesson and consider how this new information 
changes what you think. What do you think the purpose of these images is?

President Harry S. Truman, Secretary of State James F. 
Burnes, and Admiral of the Fleet William D. Leahy, on 
tour in Berlin, stop to view the ruins of the Reichstag 
building. Courtesy of the Special Collections Clemson 
University Libraries, Clemson, South Carolina.
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Anti-Communism in USA

The United States, in 1949, joined forces with Canada and some Western 

European countries to create the North American Treaty Organization 

(NATO). This alliance was created to push back against Soviet expansion. 

NATO engaged in direct interventions in countries like Iran, Nicaragua, 

Argentina, Brazil, Guatemala, Haiti, Paraguay, Philippines, Chile, Iraq, 

Indonesia, and Zaire. Two major international conflicts that defined the era 

were the Korean War and the Vietnam War, during which communism began 

to spread throughout the world.

The United States took the threat of communism very seriously. Just as Nikita 

Khrushchev helped to create an environment in which anti-communist politics 

or art could not survive, the United States waged a full-on cultural war against 

communism. National security agencies like the Central Intelligence Agency 

(CIA) supported anti-communist movies in Hollywood, anti-communist 

publications, and anti-communist artwork. 

Films such as The Red Menace and The 

Communist Next Door taught Americans that 

communists were the enemy coming to change 

their way of life. This campaign of paranoia was 

very effective, but anti-communist sentiment 

wasn’t always as obvious as these examples. 

Rock music, jazz music, and abstract art were 

often viewed as anti-communist because Nikita 

Khrushchev simply thought so. It was difficult 

to get records of rock music or jazz music in 

the Soviet Union. Because of this, they were 

aggressively marketed in the United States and 

around the globe.

The most extreme example of this anti-communist fear in the USA took the 

form of the House Un-American Activities Committee and the anti-communist 

crusade of Senator Joseph McCarthy. The committee investigated suspected 

Communists in the United States government and in Hollywood. McCarthy and 

the committee pushed for the boycott of writers or directors seen as communist 

and encouraged the production of more explicitly anti-communist work. The 

term McCarthyism, named after Joseph McCarthy, refers to the environment 

of paranoia under which people often made accusations of subversion and 

treason. People were afraid communists had infiltrated the United States 

Nikita Khrushchev in East 
Berlin, June 1963. Courtesy of 

Wikipedia.comJoseph McCarthy, 1954. 
Courtesy of Wikipedia.com

President Harry S. 

Truman played a critical 

role in the creation of 

the Savannah River Site 

(SRS). After the Soviet 

development of an atomic 

bomb, President Truman 

consulted with the Atomic 

Energy Commission on a 

plan to move forward with 

the development of the 

Hydrogen Bomb, which 

would give the United 

States a strategic edge in 

the burgeoning nuclear 

arms race. 
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and were paranoid about what that might mean. Artists, particularly filmmakers and musicians, who were 

suspected of being secretly communist were often blacklisted, meaning they were no longer allowed to make 

movies or participate in Hollywood productions. Their ability to take care of themselves and their families was 

jeopardized because of the fear they might be communists. Most of the people who were targeted during this 

Red Scare were innocent of any crimes and fell victim to the rising paranoia in the country.

Using the below Venn Diagram, list similarities and difference between the USA and USSR in 

terms of culture, politics, economics, and attitudes.

 

 

Reflection Questions

The Cold War was a time of great cultural division—a time during which both sides believed 
the other to be an absolute enemy. What do you think about this cultural divide? Was this a 
dangerous way to think? 

 

 

How do you think these events affected the outcome of the Cold War? Were some suspicions 
about the Soviet Union justified?

 

USA USSR
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Cold War Spies: Fact & Fiction

Rumors of Cold War spies were often exaggerated, but espionage was a real part of Cold War history. You 

may be familiar with the fictional British spy James Bond or familiar with the image of the suave spy popular in 

American films. During the Cold War, both the United States and Soviet Union invested in methods of espionage 

through the training and deployment of spies. The nations developed organizations, the CIA in the United 

States, and the Komitet Gosudarstvennoy Bezopasnosti (KGB) in the Soviet Union, to provide intelligence and 

perform surveillance. Several ingenious devices were created to film, record, and transmit data, including 

cameras hidden in shoes, a lipstick that transformed into a gun, and pens with disappearing ink.

Watch the video below to hear an interview with the CIA Chief of Disguise, who shares a history of 

spy cameras during the Cold War. (See Appendix 1, page 28 for a complete list of videos)

Video: Former CIA Chief of Disguise Breaks Down Cold War Spy Cameras, WIRED

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D07CkMbGEkM

Eye Spy: Security & Secrecy at Savannah River Site

Background: Savannah River Site was a critical Cold War era nuclear materials production plant. During the 

Cold War, the SRS was vital to national security and home to some of the nation’s most secret intelligence. 

Take a minute to reflect on what you know about SRS. Write down 1-2 facts you already know about SRS. Next, 

write down two question you have about the SRS.

Two Facts

Two Questions

SRS took security very seriously and created boundaries around the site, as well as additional fencing around 

vital operational areas. In order to access the site, employees are still required to wear special badges.
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What is going on in this image?

What do you think is the message of this image?

(Above) SRS Artwork with image of site boundary with text 
“Security: Keep It Inside The Fence,” Department of Energy

(Below) SRS Security Poster with Text, “What you hear here, 
What you See here, When you Leave Here, Let It Stay Here”

The following images (Appendix III, Images 10-13) were produced at the SRS during the Cold War. Analyze 

these images and answer the questions below.
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Where do you think this image might have been found?

What can you assume about working at the SRS from the image?

SRS Artwork with image of 
Sphinx and text “Guard Our 
Secrets Like a Sphinx”

SRS Artwork on Napkin with Missile Hitting Target, with Text, 
“Don’t Supply the Ammunition, We May Be the Target” 
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SRS: Beyond the Bomb, Beyond the Barricade

The Savannah River Site was the primary facility for tritium production until the 1980s, when the reactors halted 

operations. From 1955-1989, this Cold War site was responsible for creating the materials for the hydrogen 

bomb, but this was not the sole mission. Research in the Savannah River National Laboratory and in other SRS 

facilities innovated breakthroughs in nearly every scientific discipline—from chemistry to atomic science, 

from ecology to mechanical engineering.

Here are some of the most important scientific achievements at the SRS.

Neutrino
In 1953, two physicists named Dr. Cowans and Dr. Reines used one of the SRS reactors to prove the existence 

of the neutrino. The neutrino is an extremely small subatomic particle produced by beta decay radiation. The 

discovery was groundbreaking and earned Dr. Reines the Nobel Prize in Physics. 

Trans-plutonium Program
In 1963, the Atomic Energy Commission began exploring more peaceful uses for the atom, including 

developing new radioactive elements. SRS was vital in research into elements such as curium, americium, 

and californium. This research expanded scientific understanding of radioactive isotopes and their industrial 

and medical applications.

Space Fuel (Plutonium-238)
SRS was also responsible for the production of Plutonium-238 (PU-238), an isotope of plutonium used as fuel 

in many of NASA’s long-distance satellite missions. Famous satellites that took photographs like these were 

fueled by PU-238 made at SRS. This is a great example of how the legacy of SRS extends not just beyond Aiken 

County, not just across the world, but expands beyond our solar system.

Cold War Space Race
Throughout the Cold War, the United States and the Soviet Union competed to explore and make their mark 

on space. In 1957, the Soviet Union launched their first satellite Sputnik 1. It was a shock for Americans to be 

able to look up at the night sky and glimpse the orbit of a foreign satellite, perhaps watching down over them. 

The Soviets were also the first to put a dog and later a person in space; did you know the Soviets use the term 

cosmonaut rather than astronaut? Cosmonaut means “sailor of the universe.” Americans, embarrassed that 

they were falling behind in this space race, vowed to put the first man on the moon. Both nations were trying to 

prove that their politics, their culture, and most importantly their economy were stronger than the other. This 

was a kind of showcase of their prowess and expertise. 
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One of the most significant achievements for Americans in the space race was the moon landing. In 1961, 

President John F. Kennedy committed to being the first country to land on the moon, and in 1969, this 

dream became reality. Three 

astronauts—Neil Armstrong, 

Buzz Aldrin, and Michael 

Collins—formed the primary 

team to fly to the moon, and two 

of those astronauts (Armstrong 

and Aldrin) descended on the 

lunar module to step onto the 

moon’s surface. This was a 

major win for the United States 

and a massive leap forward in 

the space race. Not long after the 

moon landing in 1975, after a lot 

of the early tensions between the 

nations began to thaw, the space 

race ended.

Reflection Question

 Why was the Cold War space race so important?

Cold War Security Slogan. Courtesy of the Library of Congress
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End of the Cold War
Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, major changes were happening inside of the Soviet Union and the Soviet 

Bloc. Economic pressures within the Soviet Union were beginning to erode the authority of the communist 

government. The nation had exhausted itself in an expensive arms race and space race, struggling to keep up 

with the American economy. Political uprisings occurred in Eastern European countries like Poland, Hungary, 

and East Germany. These conflicts, alongside increased political pressure by the United States and the United 

Kingdom, eventually lead to the breakup of the Soviet Bloc. In 1989, the Berlin Wall fell, and after more than 40 

years, the country was reunited. Eastern European countries began holding democratic elections and ousting 

the communist regimes. Two years later in 1991, the Soviet Union collapsed and lost most of its territory. 

Although what followed was the first democratic election in Russia, the fall of the Communist Party, and the 

rise of a new independent Russia, Russians still experience significant human rights violations and restrictions 

on political, economic, and artistic freedoms.

West Berliners Help Pull Down Part of the Berlin Wall, 1989, New York Times, Keith Pannell (Appendix II, Image 2)
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Reflection Questions

How do you think the world changed during the Cold War?

How do you think people in East Germany reacted to the fall of the Berlin Wall?    

What about the people in West Germany?

 In what ways did the United States “win” the Cold War?
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Glossary of Cold War Terms

 Atomic Bomb 

Atomic bomb referes to a nuclear weapon developed during the secretive Manhattan Project used 

to end World War II.

 Berlin Wall 

The Berlin wall was built through and around East Berlin separating the communist East Berlin and 

the democratic West Berlin.

 Cold War 

The Cold War was a period from the end of World War II to the fall of the Berlin Wall (1945–1989) 

during which the political, economic, social, and military objectives of the United States and its 

democratic allies directly rivaled those of the Soviet Union and its communist satellites.

 Communism 

Communism is a political system in which all property and wealth is, in theory, owned by all the 

citizens in a classless society that is controlled by their government.

 Containment 

 Containment is the U.S. policy to halt the spread of Communism throughout the world.

 Cuban Missile Crisis 

The Cuban Missile Crisis took place over several days in October 1962 during which the USA and 

USSR engaged in a military stand-off over nuclear missiles located in communist Cuba, off the coast 

of Florida.

 Yuri Gagarin 

Yuri Gagarin was the first Soviet cosmonaut to fly into outer space.
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 House Un-American Activities Committee 

The Un-American Activities Committee in the United States House of Representatives was dedicated 

to exposing and rooting out communists and communist sympathizers inside of the U.S. government, 

entertainment industry, and art world.

 Hydrogen Bomb 

US President Truman authorized the production of the hydrogen bomb, referred to as a “Super” 

bomb. The hydrogen bomb was a second generation nuclear weapon developed by the United 

States Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) which required both plutonium and tritium to operate. It 

was approximately 1000 times more powerful than the atomic bomb.

 Iron Curtain 

The Iron Curtain was a moniker created by British Prime Minister Winston Churchill for the 

invisible division between Western and Eastern countries in Europe during the Cold War. The 

divide applied to politics, culture, economics, and citizens.

 Nikita Khrushchev 

Nikita Khrushchev was the first Secretary of the Soviet Union from 1953-1964. He banned anti-

communist art, music, and culture.

 Joseph McCarthy 

Joseph McCarthy was a United States Senator famous for alleging that Soviet spies had infiltrated 

the federal government, American universities, and Hollywood entertainment industry.

 NATO 

NATO is the acronym for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. An international political and 

military alliance between countries from Europe and North America.

 Neutrino 

A neutrino is a small subatomic particle detected at P Reactor in the SRS in 1956 by Drs. Cowans 

and Reines.
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 Red Scare 

The Red Scare was an era of heightened concern over a perceived threat by communists on the US 

during the Cold War.

 Savannah River Plant 

The Savannah River Plant was a Cold War era nuclear materials production plant located in South 

Carolina, responsible for producing the nation’s supply of tritium and plutonium for weapons. 

 Soviet Union 

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) was/is a nation made up of 15 republics throughout 

East Europe and northern Asia.

 Joseph Stalin 

Joseph Stalin was a Soviet political leader who governed the Soviet Union from 1924 until his death 

in 1953. He met with allied leaders at Yalta and Potsdam, and famously had a large mustache.

 Tritium 

Tritium is a nuclear material necessary for hydrogen bombs.

 Harry S. Truman 

Harry S. Truman is the president who served from 1945 to 1953, responsible for the decision to use 

the atomic bomb to end World War II and the decision to begin developing the hydrogen bomb 

during the Cold War. 
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Appendix I:
Educator Lesson Guide

Where to Find Materials

This educational unit is designed to be customizable. Educators should feel free to excerpt, modify, and 

enhance this lesson plan so that it best fits their classroom.

• Images for the “Getting Started” activity can be found in Appendix III.

• A European Cold War Map for the “Iron Curtain” map activity can be found in Appendix III.

• Additional expanded education opportunities can be found in Appendix II, including a Cold War   

Terms Crossword Puzzle, a creative writing assignment, and an oral history project.

Additional Resources

These resources provide a variety of methods through which students and educators can continue to explore 

Cold War history through books, films, primary documents, and more.

Primary Documents

Survival Under Atomic Attack

• Published in 1950 by National Security Resources Board, this booklet taught individuals how best to  

survive an atomic attack. The PDF is available for free here: https://www.scribd.com/doc/464032/ 

Survival-Under-Atomic-Attack-1951.

Metropolitan Pasadena Star-News, 26 July 1947, “Sweeping the Country Typhoon of Hysteria”

• A criticism of rise in hysteria over the threat of communism at home and abroad

St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 05 March 1946, “Churchill Text: Begin Now to Give United Nations Organization 

Armed Forces”

• Announcement of Winston Churchill’s famous “Iron Curtain” speech with greater context

New York Times, 05 May 1947, “The Iron Curtain Drops Again”

• Return of Soviet blockades in Eastern Europe following Moscow Conference
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Ford Worth Star-Telegram, 18 June 1950, “Red Spy Pattern Changed in 1945, Officials Believe”

• Analysis of Changing Techniques of Soviet spies

Kansas City Times, 17 July 1950, “Man Shot While Trying to Climb Berlin Wall”

• Example of Failed Escape Attempt from East Berlin

Sunday News, 24 July 1955– “Hunters Closing in On Smallest Particle”

• Insight about ongoing search to prove existence of the neutrino from Dr. Cowans & Dr. Reines. 

Introducing the Savannah River Plant’s role in this experiment

The Idaho Statesman, 17 Nov. 1961, “Hansen Labels Berlin Wall Defeat Symbol”

• Perspective on the U.S. response to the construction of the Berlin Wall

The Fresno Bee, 21 July 1969, “Spellbound U.S.—That Far Out Feeling”

• Personal look into reactions to the 1969 Moon Landing

Associated Press, 10 Nov 1989, “In The End, Berlin Wall Failed to Keep Change Out”

• Retrospective on Berlin Wall’s impact day after it fell

Books

The Cold War: A History Just for Kids by KidCaps (KidCaps, 2013)

• Appropriate for upper elementary school or middle school students with already a basic understanding 

of the Cold War.

The Wall by Peter Sis (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2007)

• Autobiographical graphic novel about growing up in the Soviet Bloc during The Cold War, a personal 

and historical exploration of the era.

Fallout by Todd Strasser (Candlewick, 2015)

• A fictional imagining of what life would have been like for a family surviving inside a bomb shelter 

after their city had been dropped; fictional but also a useful exploration of the historical tensions and 

the personal emotions of young people living through the era. Appropriate for middle grade.

The Cold War (20th Century Perspectives) by David Taylor (Heinemann, 2001)

When the Wall Came Down by Serge Schmemann (Kingfisher, 2006)
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Videos

Former CIA Chief of Disguise Breaks Down Cold War Spy Cameras, WIRED

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D07CkMbGEkM

“What is Communism” (1963)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0uni6j9NXg

Propaganda Documentary Created by the National Education Program to Explain Communism to 

Americans

The Cold War: Crash Course US History #37

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9C72ISMF_D0&t=620s

 Comprehensive 14-minute Video on History of the Cold War

The Cold War in Asia: Crash Course US History #38

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2IcmLkuhG0&t=68s

 Perspective on Cold War in Asia (a topic not covered in detail during this lesson)

Life in East Germany

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XjXsvz0yMI

 Animated History of East Germany 1945-1989

Walled In: The Inner German Border

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwQsTzGkbiY

 History of the Berlin Wall, German (translated) Broadcast from 2009

Duck and Cover

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKqXu-5jw60&t=262s

Classic Video Shown to School Children During the 1950s

Survival Under Atomic Attack

• https://archive.org/details/Survival1951

1951 Production Shown to Families and Schools

“Make Mine Freedom”

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Spp8wBbKouM

 Animated Propaganda Film Created by United States About Evils of the Communism

“The Millionaire”

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VrHLOGMT_kM&t=438s

 Animated Propaganda Film Created by the Soviet Union About the Evils of Capitalism
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How This Lesson Fits into the Curriculum

Time Period: Mid-20th Century to Late 20th Century.

Topics: This lesson may be taught in U.S. history, social studies, and other curricula that examine Cold War 

conflicts and cultural tensions during the Cold War.

This lesson aligns to the following 2020 South Carolina Social Studies College and Career-Ready Standards 

and 2021 Social Studies Georgia Standards of Excellence.

Relevant South Carolina Social Studies Standards for Grade 5

Standard 5.4.CO

• Compare and contrast the capitalist and communist ideologies

Standard 5.4.CX

• Contextualize the tension between the United States and the Soviet Union during the Cold War

Standard 5.4.E

• Analyze multiple perspectives on the economic, political, and social effects of the Cold War, Space 

Race, and Civil Rights Movement using primary and secondary sources

Standard 5.5.P

• Summarize the global involvement of the U.S. using the fall of the Soviet Union as a turning point

Standard 5.5.CX

• Contextualize the changes in rural communities in South Carolina within national and global 

industries

Standard 5.5.CC

• Analyze the continuities and changes in U.S. relationships with countries around the world as a result 

of the economic, political, and social changes in this period

Relevant Georgia Social Studies Standards for Grade 5

SS5H5

• Discuss the origins and consequences of the Cold War
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Relevant South Carolina United States and the Constitution Standards

USHC.5.CO

• Explain the technological developments and economic changes in the U.S. during the Cold War and 

post-Cold War eras using a comparative analysis

USHC.5.CE

• Assess the immediate and long-term causes and effects through significant turning points of the Cold 

War

USHC.5.CX

• Contextualize domestic economic development and American national identity within global politics

Relevant Georgia United States History Standards

SSUSH21

• Analyze U.S. international and domestic policies including their influences on technological 

advancements and social changes during the Kennedy and Johnson administrations
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Appendix II: 
Expanded Education Opportunities: 
Take Home Activities

For educators who want to provide extended opportunities for exploring the topic of the Cold War, consider 

the following three assignments.

1. Cold War Terms Crossword

• Review of terms and names used in the Cold War Declassified lesson. These terms and definitions 

can be found in the provided glossary

2. Behind the Wall: Creative Writing Assignment

• Creative writing assignment to encourage students to dive deeper into the history and culture of a 

divided Berlin during the Cold War

3. Cold War Oral History Project

• Cross-curriculum project providing students with the tools to investigate stories of Cold War moments 

from their family and community  
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Down

1.  A political system practiced in Soviet Union 

3.  Invisible divide between Western and eastern 

countries in Europe, the ______Curtain 

4.  Nuclear material necessary for hydrogen 

bombs

7.  Senator famous for alleging that Soviet spies 

had infiltrated the United States 

8.  “Super” bomb, named the ______ Bomb

Across

2.  Leader of Soviet Union during WWII and start 

of the Cold War, famously large mustache 

5. Barrier built through and around East Berlin to 

keep residents from fleeing, called the ______

Wall 

6.  International political and military alliance 

between countries from Europe and North 

America

9.  Country made up of fifteen republics 

throughout Eastern Europe and northern Asia, 

the ______ Union

10.  Era of hysteria over perceived threat by 

Communism in the U.S.A. during the Cold 

War, called the ______ Scare

 Crossword 

 Puzzle 

ANSWERS: 1. Communism, 2. Stalin, 3. Iron, 4. Tritium, 5. Berlin,
 6. NATO, 7. McCarthy, 8. Hydrogen, 9. Soviet, 10. Red

1
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2  Life Behind the Wall: Creative Writing Activity

Prompt: Write 100-250 words about living in East Berlin during the Cold War. Use these photos and further 

research as inspiration.

In this activity, students have the chance to explore and expand their understanding of Germany during the 

Cold War and the role of the Berlin Wall.

Choose one of the following images and write a 100-200 fictional story about what’s going on in the image. 

The story should reflect what you have learned about life in East Berlin during the Cold War. Use provided 

additional resources to explore perspectives inside of East Berlin. 

(Use the back of this page as needed)
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3  Oral History Project: Cold War Perspectives

Students learn oral history and interview skills while learning unique perspectives about the Cold War. 

Oral history projects can help create cross-concept understanding of not just history, but also economics, 

geography, and anthropology.

In this activity, students will be interviewing an individual about one of the following Cold War topics:

1.) The Moon Landing, 1969

2.) Cuban Missile Crisis

3.) 1962, Fall of Berlin Wall, 1989

4.) The Red Scare, 1950s-1960s

5.) Fallout Shelters and the Civil Defense Administration

6.) Savannah River Site

What is Oral History?

Oral history is storytelling, a tool used by historians to provide context for historic events and eras. Consider 

the stories your grandparents tell you about the “good old days” while sitting around the kitchen or during 

Christmas—that is a form of oral history!

Prepare for Interview

Before the interview, identify who you want to interview. This person should have been alive during the events 

above. This person might be a grandparent, great-grandparent, or another relative. This person might be a 

teacher, a music instructor, a sports coach, a family friend, a neighbor, a member of your church, or someone 

else you have met. Remember to get permission from your parents before approaching a person to ask for an 

interview. Parents are encouraged to be present for the interviews.

Before the interview, prepare by writing five questions. These questions should require more than a Yes or No 

answer. These questions should build on your previous knowledge about events during the Cold War. When your 

questions are complete, test them with a partner in your class. Here are five examples of interview questions.
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1.) How old were you during this time and what was going on in your life? Where did you live?

2.) How did you feel during that day? Did you feelings change?
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3.) How do you think different people reacted to the news? Were there different reactions from 

different people, or did most people react in the same way?

4.) Can you tell me about what you were doing on that day? What did a typical day look like for 
you?

5.) What do you think was the most important change that occurred after this event?
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Follow-Up Questions

Here are two examples of follow-up questions or write your own.

1. How did you react to that?

2. What about that do you most remember today?

Write down previous knowledge about this topic below or on the back of this page. Use these notes to inform 

follow-up questions and ask for clarification.
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Recording the Interview

When you perform this interview, decide ahead of time how to record the answers. Begin by asking the 

interview participant their full name, their age, and about their relationship to you. Then get ready to record 

the answers.

1.) Write down the answers with pencil and paper.

OR

2.) Record the answers on a recording device or the voice recorder app on a cell phone.

You may want to use both of these methods to best capture your interviewee’s answers.

Online ZOOM Recording.

If you choose to use ZOOM to speak with your interviewee, there is an option to automatically 

record the conversation to revisit later. Here are instructions for creating a local recording.

1.) Sign into Zoom web portal.

2.) Click Account Management, then Account Settings.

3.) Click the Recording tab.

4.) Under the Recording section, click the 

Local Recording toggle to enable 

recording. A verification will 

ask to verify. Click Enable.
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Conducting the Interview

1. Practice good manners.

2. Students may choose, due to social distancing, to conduct the interview over a video-sharing 

platform like ZOOM or Microsoft Teams. If you are using this option, ask a parent or guardian 

for help setting up the call with your interviewee. If you live far away from your interviewee, this 

might be the best option.

3. Ask permission to record the interviewee’s answers if you plan to record their answers with a 

phone, recording device, or online service.

4. Introduce yourself to your interviewee and ask your interviewee to introduce himself or 

herself.

5. If you have scheduled a time for the interview, arrive on time. Introduce yourself and the 

reason for your interview.

6. Be prepared with your questions.

7. Do not argue with the adult you are interviewing. Oral histories are not always accurate, but 

instead provide feelings and impressions.

8. Be patient if your interviewee takes a long time to answer.

9. If the interviewee strays from the topic, attempt to refocus the conversation by using one of 

your prepared questions.

10. Ask follow-up questions, even if they are not questions you have written down. Listen 

carefully when the interviewee is talking and after that person pauses, ask a follow-up question 

for clarification or more information.

11. End your interview by thanking the person being interviewed.
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Presenting Your Oral Interview

Write down and present for the class a one-minute summation of your interviewee’s experience. When creating 

this presentation, consider the following questions:

1.) Did I learn anything new?

2.) Was the perspective on this topic unique? If yes, how so?

3.) What was this person’s role in the historical event? Did they experience it directly or 

indirectly?

4.) Did this person’s age at the time of the event or series of events affect their perspective on 

the topic?

5.) What were the most remarkable stories the person shared about this topic? What about the 

topic do you most remember?

Students might present these oral interviews as part of a larger research project using primary documents 

and images. Students might also consider working in groups rather than performing interviews individually. 

For more information about oral history lesson plans, visit https://www.loc.gov/classroom-materials/oral-

history-and-social-history/.
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Appendix III, Image 1: American Propaganda Depicting Workers 
Outside a Closed Factory with the Text “America Under Socialism”

Appendix III
Cold War Images (to print in Classroom)
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Appendix III, Image 2. American Propaganda Depicting Americans Being Attacked by Men in 
Uniforms While the American Flag Burns Behind Them. Text reads, “Is this Tomorrow… America 
Under Communism”
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Appendix III, Image 3. Still from Soviet Propaganda Film “The Millionaire” 
Depicting Bulldog Being Served a Feast by Two Butlers
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Appendix III, Image 4: Soviet Propaganda Depicting Obese 
Man in Tuxedo and Top Hat in a Sea of Gold Coins
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Appendix III, Image 5: British Propaganda Featuring the Figure of “Prosperity” 
Being Attacked by the Figure of “Socialism” with the Text “Socialism Throttling 
the Country”
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Appendix III, Image 6: Stamp Artwork Depicting Joseph Stalin Smiling 
Down upon Children Holding Bouquets of Flowers with Russian Text

Appendix III, Image 7: Socialist Realism Artwork Depicting a 
Family in a Field; “Native Land” by Orlov, Vasily Sergeyich
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Appendix III, Image 8: Soviet Political Cartoon Depicting Vladmir Lenin 
Sweeping Bankers and Kinds off the Globe, with Russian Text
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Appendix III, Image 9: Soviet Propaganda Depicting Man in Top Hat Towering 
Over a Crowd of Chained Laborers with Russian Text
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Appendix III, Image 10: SRS Artwork with Image of Site Boundary with Text “Security: Keep It Inside The 
Fence,” Department of Energy
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Appendix III, Image 11: SRS Security Poster with Text, “What You Hear Here, What You See Here, When You 
Leave Here, Let It Stay Here”
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Appendix III, Image 12: SRS Artwork with Image of Sphinx and Text “Guard Our Secrets Like a Sphinx”
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Appendix III, Image 13: SRS Artwork on Napkin with Missile Hitting Target, 
Text, “Don’t Supply the Ammunition, We May Be the Target”
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Appendix III, Image 14: Cold War in Europe Map, 1950, Created by Pearson Education, Inc., 2003
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Appendix III, Image 15: U.S. Army Map of Germany with Zones of Occupation in 1946, U.S. Army


